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Abstract

Paul’s use of the word *kenosis* in Philippians 2:7 (“he emptied himself”) launched a long and winding quest to understand its meaning in biblical context, its implications for Christology, and its application for personal and public ethics. That journey has been fraught and, at times, badly sidetracked, most notably around the question of diminishment: what Christ surrendered and what we are asked to surrender. This study will briefly exegete the biblical text, then retrace some key questions and themes in kenotic theology. Ultimately, this overview will lead us to three main convictions: (1) what is “poured out” in kenosis is Christ himself, both and indivisibly as the eternal *Logos* and in the humanity of Jesus of Nazareth; (2) kenosis is an attribute of self-giving love and cruciform surrender in both divine and human nature, not the surrender of divine attributes or diminishment of the divine nature; and (3) central and essential to kenosis is its voluntary and consensual nature as gift or self-donation, without diminishment, even when undergoing affliction—both for God-in-Christ and in those who follow his footsteps. The essay will conclude with a nuanced demonstration of voluntary consent from the works of Sergius Bulgakov and Simone Weil.

“Being disguised under the disfigurement of an ugly crucifixion and death, the Christ upon the cross is paradoxically the clearest revelation of who God is.”

— Hans Urs von Balthasar

Introduction

In Philippians 2, the apostle Paul cites or composes a breathtaking ‘Christ-hymn’ to exhort a troubled church to overcome dissension by internalizing the mindset of Christ and emulating his sacrificial humility. At the heart of this hymn (verse 7), he uses the aorist form of the verb *κενόω* (to empty, make void, diminish, or perhaps decenter) to describe Christ’s definitive revelation and decisive act of self-giving love, which includes decentering privilege to make space for authentic otherness.

---

Theologians eventually transliterated and employed the apostle’s poetic use of that Greek verb as a noun (kenosis) and adjective (kenotic) to embark on a meandering quest for its meaning in biblical context, implications for Christology and application for personal and public ethics. That journey has been fraught and, at times, badly sidetracked, most notably around who surrendered what, when it was surrendered, and how we should follow in Christ’s footsteps.

This study will briefly exegete the biblical text, retrace critical questions and themes, and briefly nod to developments in kenotic theology through the centuries. Ultimately, this overview posits three main assertions: (1) that what is “poured out” in kenosis is Christ himself, both and indivisibly as the eternal Logos and in the humanity of Jesus of Nazareth; (2) that kenosis is an attribute of self-giving love and cruciform surrender in divine and human nature, not the surrender of divine attributes or diminishment of the divine nature; and (3) that central and essential to kenosis is its voluntary and consensual nature as gift or self-donation, without any diminishment or dehumanization, even when undergoing affliction—either for Christ or those who follow in his footsteps. We will then conclude the essay with a sampling of how Sergius Bulgakov and Simone Weil emphasize the voluntary and consensual aspect in their works.

**Philippians 2:5-7 – Key Terms**

*Have the same mindset that was also in Christ Jesus, who, being in the form of God, did not regard his equality with God as something to be grasped for—instead, he poured himself out, assumed the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of humanity* (Phil 2:5-7).

Interpretive premises shape every translation. This essay will signal some theological premises that precede this essay but won’t bear the burden of proof or wade into rearguing many of the assumptions on which I stand. Exegetically, I read verses 5-7 of the hymn this way:

**mindset** – φρονεῖτε, usually translated ‘mind,’ but here referring to one’s perspective or inner orientation (especially to the other) rather than mere opinion or calculative reason (διάνοια). Paul is saying far more than “think of it this way.” We are talking about seeing others from a new vantage point (the Cross!) through the eyes of Christ.

**form of God, form of a servant** – following most translations, the word μορφῇ evokes the element of ‘shape, fashion, or appearance’ and suggests not so much ‘nature’ as such (NIV) but rather, comes closer to ‘mode of existence.’ While I enthusiastically affirm the eternal and unchanging fullness of the divine nature—the glory of infinite love—that dwells in Christ, even

---

bodily, without diminishment (Col 2:9), that isn’t what μορφή means here. Instead, Paul is alluding to at least two modes of Christ’s divine-human existence. In this Christ hymn, yes, we see the two natures (a. “being God” and b. “likeness of humanity”), but we also see an emptying or pouring out whereby Christ passes from one mode of existence (majesty) to another (the mode of a servant). These are two of a myriad of Christological modes, which range from:

- the eternal Son seated in glory at the right hand of the Father,
- the earthly (and earthy) incarnation of the human rabbi walking the trails of Nazareth,
- the supersubstantial resurrection appearances, where locked doors are but mist to him,
- the ascension of Christ to his royal throne at the right hand of the Father,
- his blinding appearance in visitations (Damascus Road) and through visions (the Apocalypse) after the ascension,
- the universal presence of Christ-Pantocrator, who both circumscribes and fills all things,
- the presence of Christ in the Mystery of the Eucharistic meal,
- the Body of Christ (his church) of which Christ is head,
- and in the marginalized other or “least of these” to whom we minister (as in Matt 25).

As is evident, the referent of the preceding list is the One Lord, Jesus Christ, divine and human, crucified and risen, appearing in nine distinct modes of existence. Without a change to his immutable nature (kenotic love), Christ may pass from one mode to another (as we see in his transfiguration—μετα-μορφόω) or co-exist in any number of these modes at once. I say ‘myriad of modes’ following Dr. C.E.W. Green, who posits that Christ fulfills ALL modes of being in his union with creation and, echoing the liturgical theology of ancient church, does so simultaneously.

To this I would add two corollaries: (1) Every mode of Christ’s existence reflects, refracts, or reveals the truth of the one divine essence (infinite self-giving love) and the union of the eternal Logos with every one of the logoi in creation (visible and invisible). (2) Various modes of being highlight particular aspects of kenosis. In the form of majesty (as Creator), for example, kenosis sets aside privilege and makes space for the other. In becoming human, kenosis gives itself/pours itself out for the other. In being human—the form of a servant—kenosis humbly submits and stoops to serve the other. Common to every mode of existence—from eternity to womb to tomb to chalice, kenotic love is voluntary self-giving.

---


4 C.E.W. Green, personal correspondence, through January 2023.
**being in the form of God** – Translators diverge over whether the form of God and the form of a servant are statements of contrast ("Although/Though he was...," as in the RSV, NRSV, ESV) or a statement of reason ("Because he was God" or "Being God," NKJV, NIV). Both are true and evident, but in this essay, I will emphasize the latter, seeing both kenosis and the *mode of a servant* as revelations of God’s nature through the Incarnation rather than a relinquishment of it. That is, the servant mode is not a concealment of Christ's deity but our clearest revelation of it! In assuming authentic human nature, including the mode of being Paul describes as “the likeness of sinful flesh” (Rom 8:3-4), Christ sets aside the glory and privilege of the divine Son’s *mode of majesty, without* ceasing to be fully God and without violating human nature. “Our ‘likeness’ is not a condition for him; it’s our condition that he’s altering from the inside.” To underscore this point, kenosis is *not* the surrender of divine attributes but, rather, the divine attribute of surrender.

**something to be grasped for** – We may read this phrase as both ‘clinging to what is ours’ and ‘snatching’ or even ‘robbery’ of what is not ours. I suspect Paul is alluding to the illegitimate ‘snatching’ of the forbidden fruit we see in the story of Adam and Eve. Perhaps Adam and Eve’s first misstep was to forget they *already were* “in the image and likeness of God.” But their groping for deification was a ‘fall’ precisely because they were *grasping for what was already theirs by grace* under the delusion of autonomous *taking*. They were deceived into believing being like God could not look like obedience or surrender. It is both ironic and iconic, then, that Jesus’ voluntary, kenotic submission to the Father (remember Gethsemane) unto death on a cross becomes the fullest and clearest demonstration of his deity and even his glory (John 17:1).

**Instead, he poured himself out** – “Emptied’ became a perilous translation choice for *κενῶ* in kenotic theology. Many would read kenosis as connoting an emptying of something (especially divine attributes) out of Christ (a *what* out of a *whom*). And while the word without context surely includes a beautiful self-emptying aspect (voiding or bankrupting egocentrism), I would opt to use ‘poured out’ to identify that *what* is being emptied is Christ himself—a deliberate allusion to Isaiah 53:12: “He poured out *himself* to death” (NRSV) or “poured out *his soul* or *his life*” (*η ψυχή αυτού*, LXX). That is, rather than speculating what *something* was emptied out of Christ (a temporal diminishment of divine attributes), we say Christ himself is emptied in to the world (as Logos) and in

---

5 On this, see especially Michael Gorman, *Inhabiting the Cruciform God: Kenosis, Justification, and Theosis in Paul’s Narrative Soteriology* (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009), 12.
6 Chris E.W. Green, personal correspondence, March 31, 2023.
the world (as suffering servant) as self-giving love incarnate—and that this revelation is an eternal and immutable truth of the Triune God who IS kenotic love in God’s essence and immanence.

**assumed** – meaning, by addition. The divine Word, without subtraction, in self-giving love, takes up the human condition as his mode of being (form of existence), and in his union with humanity, as humanity, raises up humanity in himself and transfigures human nature “from glory to glory” (2 Cor 3:18). As it turns out, this raising up (deification) of humanity IS the image of the Image of God restored.

**the form of a servant** – We ought not repeat the common mistake of hearing Paul say, “Christ gave up some aspect or attribute of his deity (to be less than God) and exchanged it for a servant mode (which is less than God). That is not Paul’s logic. Rather, being the God of self-giving love, God-in-Christ voluntarily assumes the mode of a cruciform servant to reveal the nature of God as self-giving love in this world. In other words, the man on the Cross is not God in disguise, but God revealed in clearest focus.

**and was made in the likeness of humanity** – ‘Likeness’ here does not denote similarity (think Docetism) but something closer to ‘identity.’ He took on authentic human nature, like us in every way. As ‘Adam’ was made in the image and likeness of God, so Christ is made in the image and likeness of ‘Adam.’ But in his conception, Jesus was not merely a reboot of pre-fall Adam. Romans 8 tells us that Christ inherits ‘the likeness of sinful flesh’ (the human condition, with its attendant temptations and mortality) from the Virgin such that he undergoes and co-suffers our trials, humiliation, and death. To speak of his death as vicarious is more appropriate than substitutionary, in that Christ lives and dies with us and as us, not simply instead of us. And while the deity of the eternal Son never compromises the humanity of the man Jesus of Nazareth, their indivisible subsistence in the one hypostatic Person transfigures and divinizes humanity (all humanity), which is the telos of humanity.

**Key Questions**

My commentary of key terms and phrases above only hints at the messy centuries of questions, debates, and premises that cannot be argued in depth here as we skim our way to the point. But it does gesture to the constellations of questions that have occupied scholars, preachers, and mystics since the ink on Paul’s letter first dried. Briefly:

---

8 For a thorough history of kenotic theology, I recommend a combined survey that includes Sarah Coakley, “Kenosis and Subversion,” in *Swallowing the Fishbone: Feminist Theologians Debate Christianity*, ed. Daphne
1. **Who is the subject of kenosis?** The triune God? The eternal Word? The Incarnate man? Yes. All of the above.

2. **What is emptied in kenosis?** Are the divine attributes emptied, suspended, or concealed? No. Rather, *Who is emptied*: the Triune God, the eternal Word, and the Incarnate Son make space and pour themselves out, yet without diminishment.

3. **In their union, how do the two natures relate kenotically?**
   a. How does the union affect human nature? *Deification*.
   b. How does the union affect the divine nature? *Hominization*.

---


9 This is the heart of Cyrillian Christology, a re-centering cairn along the treacherous path. Cyril of Alexandria, “That Christ is One: by way of dispute with Hermias,” *LFC* 47 (1881): 237-319. See also Ivor Davidson, “‘Not My Will But Yours Be Done’: The Ontological Dynamics of Incarnational Intention,”
The real distinction is in our perspective—on the one hand, we recognize the onto-logic of the Incarnation as the divine Word becomes human flesh. And on the other, the Incarnation is itself—and especially the cruciform Lamb—is our epistemological icon of the divine.

This is also why John the Beloved can refer to Christ as “the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world” (Rev 13:8). The Lamb can only be slain from the foundation of the world if he is also crucified in time on Golgotha. Conversely, the crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth is his revelation of and participation in the eternal humanity of God, who, transcending time, bears the sins and sorrows of the cosmos. The eternal form of the cruciform God is made particular in the temporal death of Jesus Christ.

In other words, we know kenotic love as we “behold the man” dying on a cross, and, according to John Behr, we know God by how Jesus dies.

The fact that Christ shows us what it is to be God, in the way that he dies as a human being, sums up the theological heart of the creeds and definitions of the early Councils. He shows us what it is to be God (not who), for he is consubstantial with the Father, and he shows us this in the way in which he dies as a human being—not simply by dying, but the way in which he dies: ‘trampling down death by death.’ What it is to be human and what it is to be God—death and life—are shown together in one concrete being (ὑπόστασις) with one ‘face’ (πρόσωπον).10

2. What is ‘emptied’ in the act of kenosis?

Earlier, I mentioned kenotic theology’s track record of lurching (not always forward) and getting sidetracked. This is especially true in the assumptions smuggled into the question, “What [rather than who] is emptied” in kenosis? From the simplicity of “Whose life is being poured out?” a good many kenoticists speculated on what divine attributes were being emptied, diminished, or concealed beneath or behind the humanity of Christ.

While I find the question itself problematic, at first glance, it’s not silly. How, indeed, do we maintain the union of two natures in one Person while also taking seriously the limited

---

consciousness of Christ’s authentic humanity? In what sense is Christ truly human if, as an infant, he’s also somehow omniscient in his deity? And if he’s genuinely not omniscient in his infant humanity yet still somehow all-knowing in his deity, aren’t we back to speaking of two distinct subjects (prosopons) and reverting to the Nestorian error? It feels like an age-old double bind: If Christ is fully divine, then how can he be truly human? And if he is authentically human, what became of his divine attributes? If they are temporarily suspended, how can we say Christ remained fully divine? If they are not suspended, is the Incarnation just another in a series of theophanies? But if Christ is both human and divine, how can he really be called one rather than two? And more specifically, it raises the question of divine suffering.

Is God somehow subject to the sufferings of Jesus? Pushing too hard into the Mystery becomes tricky—on the one hand, if one insists that God cannot suffer (hard impassibility), then what does “God is love” even mean? Surely love suffers grief for the other or in a breach of relationship with the other. Compassion IS literally co-suffering love. In what sense would an impassible “unmoved mover” be capable of relationship, compassion, or responsiveness? And what of the indivisible unity of Jesus Christ? Surely, we mustn’t say, “Only the human ‘part’ (heresy alert) of the One who was crucified underwent suffering.”

But on the other hand, if the eternal God (who is Spirit) is capable of suffering the limitations and pains of humanity (total passibility), doesn’t this undermine the necessity for the Incarnation? The logic of Hebrews 2 and 4 seems to be that God became human so that God can authentically undergo the trials of human existence as one who suffers them. In the Incarnation, God’s knowledge of our plight moves beyond that of the watchful and concerned heavenly Parent to know suffering directly—as one of us—the Cross-in-time embodies and fulfills the radical empathy of God.

From the Fathers (such as Gregory of Nyssa, Cyril of Alexandria, Pseudo-Dionysius, and Maximus the Confessor) to living Christologists (e.g., Paul Gavrilyuk, John McGuckin, John Behr, and Chris Green), the tradition is wily enough to hold cheeky incarnational antinomies, such as “without change, God became” and “the Logos suffers impassibly”11—a modified impassibility limited to

---

meaning voluntarily.\textsuperscript{12} They boldly affirm God’s impassible suffering in the flesh.\textsuperscript{13}

Similarly, Dr. Chris Green explains,

Incarnation is much more than God becoming ‘a human.’ It is about the humanity of God being shared with all of creation. God can change because he is human, but this does not alter God. God takes on our humanity and so creates a change for us. The Incarnation recharges our changeability and assumes our changeability to transfigure us.”\textsuperscript{14}

These paradoxes only hold IF we always, always begin with the one subject, Jesus Christ. Then we can ask simply, “Is the One on the Cross truly human? YES. Is the One on the Cross truly God? YES. Does God suffer? YES, in the flesh of Jesus.” Remember Paul’s strange words, “…the church of God, which he [God] bought with his [God’s] own blood” (Acts 20:28). God has blood? Yes, in the flesh of Jesus. And again in 1 Cor 2:8, where the One crucified is identified “the Lord of glory.” The Lord of glory can die? Yes, in the body of Jesus Christ.

This is the revelation we’ve received and believe—this is the kenotic God unveiled in the death of a human slave. We don’t reason our way there—rather, we behold: And beholding him, we’re beholden... not to calculus, but to worship.

\textbf{3. In their union, how do the two natures of Christ relate kenotically?}

A corollary of the last question arose in Patristic theology as to how the union of natures in Christ affects his and our humanity, without compromising the integrity of either. And how might the Incarnation of God in Christ affect God, if that’s possible? Let’s take each in turn.

\textsuperscript{12} John Behr, “Hebrews,” Open Table Conference (Spring 2023).

In my own view, the postmodern aversion to divine impassibility and immutability is predicated on Open Theism’s rightful rejection of Aristotelean/scholastic definitions that envisage God as the “unmoved mover”—uncompassionate, nonresponsive, and ungrieving. I join Boyd and Oord in their rejection of that version.

But I also see that as an anachronism, conflating late scholasticism with the patristic vision, which was up to something altogether different. The Fathers declare without compromise that the nature of the triune God is love. They see from Scripture that divine love is responsive: God hears our cries and “comes down” (Exod 2:24-27,7-8). “God loved the world in this way: he gave his only Son” (John 3:16). To the infinite and ever-flowing spring of divine love, the fathers attribute immutability-as-faithfulness and impassibility-as-voluntary. That is, infinite love is immutable in that it is faithful rather than fickle. Likewise, God’s capacity to suffer in the flesh of Christ is impassible, but in this way: it is entirely voluntary rather than reactive.


The beautiful answer is that through the hypostatic union, God-in-Christ redeems and restores humanity to its former glory, the image and likeness of God in which we were created. Think of how the touch of Christ released healing energies that healed the woman with the issue of blood, opened blind eyes, cleansed lepers, and even raised the dead. Now think of that dynamic in a union far more intimate and universal—a complete sharing of Christ in our one collective human nature—and how in that union, the divine nature raises all of humankind to wholeness.

Further, the union also transfigures humanity from glory to glory into its future telos as the image of Christ. The age-old slogan, universally confessed by the first Christians, was that in Christ, “God became human that humanity would become divine.” As Gregory of Nazianzus wrote, “What is not assumed is not healed,” and therefore, in the Incarnation, all of human nature was assumed in Christ so that all of humanity will become by grace what Christ is by nature—we call this transformation theosis, deification, or divinization.

These terms can be startling to those not raised or trained in traditions familiar to the language and theology of the Patristic era, but we see what they’re describing in 2 Cor 3:18, where Paul tells us that we’re being transfigured (lit.) from glory to glory into the image of Christ. So too, Peter says that just as we participate in the sufferings of Christ (1 Pet 4:13), so through the promises of Christ, we participate in the divine nature (2 Pet 1:4). Theosis, then, is the process by which we are being transformed through our union with Christ by the grace of the Holy Spirit. Theosis includes the outworking and outcome of our salvation, including redemption, sanctification, and, ultimately, glorification (1 Cor 15:30).

So far, we’re still squarely in patristic territory... nothing we don’t see in Irenaeus, Athanasius, the Cappadocians, or Chalcedon. Union with Christ deifies human nature... but let’s be quick to add that the plerosis of theosis is kenosis—i.e., the fulness of our transformation is the self-giving love of Jesus. The glorification of the Christ and the Christian is ultimately cruciform love—to be “lifted up” (exalted) is to be “lifted up” (crucified)—the way in which Christ dies (John 12:32-33). And the way in which he dies is not merely the crucifixion (what we did to Christ) but the Cross (what Christ did for us), which represents God’s self-giving, others-centered, sacrificial love.

b. How does the union affect the divine nature? Hominization.

This second question is more perilous. More recent theology (since Hegel especially) dares

15 See “Kallistos Ware,” Appendix 2.
to explore the implications of the Incarnation on God. Some pursued the question with gusto, including (1) the divine self-limitations of Open Theology, (2) the “weakness of God” theologians (e.g., Bonhoeffer, Weil), (3) real evolution-devolution in the God of Process Theology, all the way to (4) the collapse of transcendence and death of God in Christian atheism.

Even the eminent Catholic theologian, Hans von Balthasar, will dare say,

... that the Father’s self-utterance in the generation of the Son is an initial ‘kenosis’ within the Godhead that underpins all subsequent kenosis. For the Father strips himself, without remainder, of his Godhead [!] and hands it over to the Son; he ‘imparts’ to the Son all that is his. ‘All that is thine is mine’ (Jn 17:10).... Inherent in the Father’s love is an absolute renunciation: he will not be God for himself alone. He lets go of his divinity and, in this sense, manifests a (divine) God-lessness (of love, of course).16 [emphases mine]

There’s something exquisite about seeing divine kenosis all the way through the Trinity, poured out completely—"without remainder"—and culminating in an emptying out into the cosmos as radical imminence. Divine self-sacrifice—God bled out, down to the dregs. But we need to ask: isn’t this construct of divine kenosis yet another doctrine of diminishment—the Thomsonian stumble revisited in the Trinitarian register?

Instead, I will insist again that the kenosis of Christ is a revelation of God’s nature as the infinite and eternal spring of Trinitarian love, poured out in self-donation that is divine precisely because (1) it never ceases to flow, and (2) because it is never depleted or diminished. How is this for beauty: “In God, everything is eternal, and love is eternal, inseverable, and unseparated, and the short moments of love’s sufferings drown in the ocean, in the ‘ages of ages’ of triumphant love.”17

Still, it begs the question: how the hypostatic union might not only divinize humanity but also ‘humanize God.’ Do the effects of the union somehow flow between the divine and human natures in both directions? The idea follows from Paul’s kenotic theology of union, identification, and exchange: “For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for your sake, he became poor, so that you through his poverty might become rich” (2 Cor 8:9 NIV). Note here that the union is not unilateral—the infusion of his grace involves Christ’s adoption of our disgrace, with the agenda of cleansing and healing it in himself.

If this occurs via the union of deity and humanity in the indivisible Person of Jesus Christ, it

---

begs the question: what are the implications of the Incarnation on God?

c. The Fiery Sword

To explicate the communication of divine and human attributes, John Behr\(^{18}\) and Jordan Wood\(^{19}\) trace the different ways in which Origen,\(^{20}\) Gregory of Nyssa\(^{21}\) and Maximus the Confessor\(^{22}\) describe the hypostatic union and our own theosis using the analogy of an iron sword (representing human nature) being immersed in a fiery forge (participation in the divine nature) so that the cold hard steel begins to take on the properties of the fire (searing heat, radiating light, and malleability). Maximos says,

...the quality of sharpness assumes the quality of heat, and the quality of heat that of sharpness (for just as the fire is united to the iron, so too is the heat of the fire diffused throughout the cutting edge of the sword), and the iron becomes burning hot through its union with the fire, and the fire acquires a cutting edge through its union with the iron. Yet neither of the elements undergoes any change in the exchange that results from the union, but each remains secure in its own natural properties, even though it has acquired the property of the other to which it has been joined.\(^{23}\)

Ever the provocateur, Fr. John Behr, has wonderfully noted how, for Maximos, the union is not merely unilateral. We too often stumble over a verb like “making”—the humanity of Christ does not make God something else than God always is in God’s nature—none other than kenotic love. But Behr suggests, to extend the metaphor, the humanity of God does give shape (forma) to the divine nature just as the sword in the forge gives shape (sharpness) to the heat and light of the fire.\(^{24}\) So also, Jesus Christ gives a particular, cruciform and human shape to the unchanging love of God.

d. Sacrificial Offering

---

23 Maximos, *Ambigua* 5 vol. 1, 57.
Said another way, Simon Oliver speaks of Christ’s sacrificial offering in the tone of a divine give voluntarily given, rather than paganized notions of transaction for appeasement on demand. Sacrificial love is a gift given—however costly—and not to be conceived as payment to God. Strictly speaking, it is an offering of oneself and one’s life for the beloved other—by God, by Christ, by us—in love.

To paraphrase Simon Oliver below, kenosis is the infinite spring of God’s eternal love, refracted through human sin, looks like a crucified man, who willingly suffered humiliation and freely forgave his tormentors, voluntarily underwent death. Kenosis is the river of life-giving grace flowing from God’s own nature. It is not merely divine reactivity to the rollercoaster of violent human drama.

On the relationship of Trinitarian love, Christ’s self-offering, and our participation, he writes of the Eucharist (emphasis mine),

... the sacrificial offering of Christ on the cross is the manifestation of the eternal offering of the Son to the Father in the Holy Spirit. In other words, the sacrificial offering of Christ is not something that just happens to take place in first-century Palestine as a reaction to human sin; it belongs to the trinitarian life of God. Refracted through human sin and violence, Christ’s obedient gift to the Father becomes bloody and violent. It is by means of the eucharistic sacrificial gift that we are incorporated into the perfect sacrifice of Christ on the cross and the eschatological banquet of heaven, both of which are participations in the eternal reciprocity of the Trinity as the Son eternally offers himself to the Father in the Holy Spirit.26

“The perfect offering”? Why perfect? Because it is specifically the voluntary self-giving of kenotic love—the very nature of God and the telos of divine humanity.

Kenosis Is Voluntary—Consent and Participation

That final paragraph provides the segue to our punchline. Kenosis, defined above all as self-giving love, must be voluntary, willingly offered, freely given. For kenosis to express the agape of God—whether in the divine Godhead, creation, Incarnation, or the Passion of Christ—requires both consent and participation. Participation without consent is coercion (Calvinism). Consent without participation is abstraction (Deism). Love—kenosis—voluntarily participates in laying down one’s life

or pouring out oneself for the Other.

On the consent side, Jesus participated fully and authentically in human suffering and death, but note well, he does so by willing consent:

“Therefore, the Father loves me, because I lay down my life, so that I may take it again. No one takes my life away from me, but I lay it down of my own accord. I have power to lay it down, and I have power to take it again. I received this commandment from my Father” (John 10:17-18, EOB).

So the kenosis of Philippians 2 is not simply that he suffered (succumbed to) a humiliating torture and death, but that in humility, he gave himself over—he consented—to participate in the Father’s mission,27 to undergo the burden of the human condition, and to submit to our violence without recourse to rescue or retribution. This voluntary participation must be so thorough that it includes a no-turning-back clause. Riffing off Matt 26:53, Simone Weil once said that Christ so emptied (voided) himself that at some point, he could not have called legions of angels, or the kenosis would not be authentic or complete. But even then, he willed his path beyond unwilling it. The gift is truly given when it can no longer be taken back, but it remains a gift and thereby becomes a gift.

As per Oliver, we see this same voluntary, self-giving life—this kenosis—as the immutable (i.e., unfailing) love of God-in-Christ from Alpha to Omega. Thus, we have (1) the eternal Word in the kenotic Trinity beyond time, (2) who through a kenotic act of overflowing love, creates time, space, and all that inhabits them, (3) then assumes human nature and the weakness of our flesh in time, (4) climaxing in the temporal Passion of the human God crucified, risen, and ascended to transfigure time. This Christ-centered series of kenoses is both the arche (foundation) and telos (fulfillment) of love’s ever-radiating ripples.

Voluntary Kenosis – Bulgakov

I’ve chosen to illustrate the essential voluntary nature of kenosis with a sampling from Fr. Sergius Bulgakov’s influential volume, The Bride of the Lamb28 and Simone Weil’s kenotic consent from her Notebooks. I’ll emphasize his repetitive assumption that kenotic love is by nature voluntary

---

27 See Maximos, Disputations with Pyrrhus, trans. Joseph P. Farrell (Waymart, PA: Saint Tikhon’s Monastery Press, 2014), 97: “And the divine apostle, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, saith of Him that “He became obedient unto death, even death of the cross.” So did he obey willingly, or unwillingly? If ‘unwillingly’ then it is reasonable to say that [He was] not [really] obedient [at all, but subject to compulsion], which is tyranny. If ‘willingly’ then He became obedient, not in his deity, but in His humanity... thus He possesseth that faculty of will proper to humanity.”

p. 60 – God’s creation of the world is a *kenotic* act of divinity, first in the general sense that God, by placing alongside His absoluteness the relative being of creation, *kenotically* places Himself into a correlation with the latter by the *voluntary sacrifice of love* for it... this is hypostatic *kenosis*.

p. 118 – God is the Creator from all eternity. However, for God the creation of the world is a *kenosis*, a *sacrificial love*... Love is a living unity of *freedom* and necessity and... both God’s love for Himself in the Holy Trinity and the Creator’s love for creation manifest Love as such: God is love.

p. 226 – [Grace] convinces “not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit” (Zech 4:6), in the end by divine love. The *freedom* of the person remains inviolable and impenetrable even for God. Voluntarily, by His *kenosis* of Creator and Provider, He suspends His omnipotence before the person.

p. 226 – ...as Christ Himself says about Himself: “I stand at the door and knock: if any man hears my voice and opens the door, I will come into him, and will sup with him, and he with me” (Rev 3:20). This door is creaturely *freedom* the source of the originality and reality of creation in its correlation with the Creator.

p. 234 – “Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.” Here, man does not reject God’s *supreme gift*, creaturely *freedom*; rather, he desires to realize it by a *free submission* to God’s will, according to the image of the God-man, in whom... human will *freely* “follows” God’s will.

p. 234 – Creaturely *freedom* is naturally afflicted by selfhood, from which it can free itself only by a *voluntary self-renunciation*, in the death on the cross...

p. 241 – Christ’s humanity properly has that *freedom* by virtue of which alone He could have *offered* obedience to the Father even unto death. His whole life can be understood only on the basis of the synergistic relation between His two natures. Synergism in Christ is possible only by virtue of the genuineness of his *kenosis*.

While these examples focus on the BIG events of kenosis (creation, Incarnation, Passion), consider also the many micro-kenoses peeking through so many Gospel pericopes: in Jesus’ baptism and temptation, in his prayers and submission to his Abba, in the restraint and release of his miracles, in his transfiguration and triumphal entry, in his Gethsemane pleas and his cry of
dereliction, in the depths of his descensus and the heights of his ascension. At every point, kenotic love is expressed as voluntary—the willing “decreation” (Weil) of human self-will and egoism—with no loss of agency even when Christ was pinned to a cross in utter loving surrender.

Remember, after all, that the cruciform inauguration of the New Covenant is a voluntary spousal commitment of the divine Husband to lay down his life for his Bride. Those who have cited wedding vows (hopefully) recognize how voluntary self-giving is also a relinquishment of self-will without the loss of personhood. Where such a relationship is disordered, it is simply not kenotic.

But it doesn’t stop with Christ. Think, too, of the great Christlike saints who combined consent and participation in their own kenosis. Remember the Virgin’s prayer of consent to participate: “Behold, the handmaid of the Lord. Be it to me according to your word” (Luke 1:38). And of John the Baptist, “He must increase, but I must decrease” (John 3:30). And of the many apostles and martyrs through the centuries who willingly lived their lives and laid them down for the gospel—again, not just that they died, but by how they emulated Christ’s radical forgiveness and supernatural grace in their deaths.

My Weilian Outro

“Love consents to all and commands only those who consent.”

I intended to wrap up here with a neat bow, reminding readers of the ethical implications of voluntary kenosis and the necessity of resisting every effort to weaponize it as power over the downtrodden, imposing an exhortation to be kenotic on those who suffer injustice. The misuse of kenotic theology to perpetrate injustice and manipulate the vulnerable is pure blasphemy. I had imagined concluding by replaying the best-of articles in Roger Mitchell and Julie Tomlin Arram’s Discovering Kenarchy. Instead, I recommend that pivotal work and ask the question: Can we agree at this point that love MUST be consensual, so kenosis is not only voluntary for oneself but actively advocates for and ensures consent for the other?

Of course, Simone Weil finds a way to speak of kenotic consent more elegantly but with less compromise (again, my emphases):

God wears himself out through the infinite thickness of time and space in order to

---


reach the soul and to captivate it. If it allows a pure and utter consent (though brief as a lightning flash) to be torn from it, then God conquers that soul... The soul, starting from the opposite end, makes the same journey that God made toward it. And that is the cross.”

Weil trusts that God can indeed “conquer” the soul, but ever only through the persuasion of self-giving love that captivates desire without ever employing force, which for her is a violation. Rather than happily closing this essay with my bullet-point takeaways, the specter of Weil, my sponsor into kenosis, compels me to convey her more provocative questions and assertions... then leave them hanging for you consent (or not).

Simone Weil’s vision of kenosis—divine and human—is radically bound up in her sense of “decreation” of the will which if misread, can sound dehumanizing to the point of self-harm. Those who know her story may even rightly critique her for attempting to be willfully will-less... defiantly self-emptying in disordered ways. But that is only the shadow side of her bright light of illumination... the evidence for which is the cipher that cracks the code to her entire kenotic cosmology: consent.

For Weil, divine love is kenotic—complex and layered in the two sides of consent—both active (voluntary, self-giving, sacrificial willingness) and inactive (surrender, obedience, even a sort of abdication). Consent in Weil requires both authentic agency (or it’s not willing, and therefore, not love) and renunciation of autonomy (of egocentric self-will, the opposite of love). She even defines faith as the “consented subordination of all natural faculties of the soul to supernatural love.”

Gethsemane comes to mind: “Not my will, but thine.”

Here, she holds desire and will in direct contrast. We are created with desire for the Good, and our desire is persuaded by Beauty (“the image of the Good in time”). Desire can never be conquered by force or compulsion. For force is the opposite of consent and is, therefore, evil. In contrast to desire, our God-given hardwiring for pursuit of the Good, we have also received a God-given will. But in the case of the will, she claims, our vocation is to renounce it (i.e., to repent of its Adamic misuse, willfulness, autonomous self-deification). She calls this aspect of kenosis “decreation”—the willing decomposition of self-will (egoism) overcome by selfless love.

33 Weil, First and Last Notebooks, 1:131.
34 Weil, Notebooks, 2:527.
35 Weil, Notebooks, 2:457.
Again, for Weil, the love of God is *eternally kenotic*. The nature of God is revealed as the self-sacrificial love of the Lamb, both incarnate and slain from the beginning. She says that “God not incarnate is not really God... Rather, God is an eternal act which is ever unmaking and remaking itself all of the time,”\(^{36}\) in simultaneous suffering and joy—in creation, in us and in our affliction, so that our very lives are God’s crucifixion.

This same God descends into the world as beauty and deeper still into the experience of our affliction—all affliction. But this descent, as per Philippians 2, acts like a cosmic lever.\(^{37}\) Christ’s descent raises up humanity and all of creation, and ultimately, it is through his descent that he too is exalted. So too, we ascend through descent. “Moral gravity causes us to fall to the heights.”\(^{38}\) This means letting go of hoping in or worshipping omnipotence. “To represent God to oneself as all-powerful is a state of false divinity. We are only able to be one with God by uniting oneself to God stripped (emptied) of his divinity.” Ironically, the God who divests Godself of omnipotence IS the true divinity—meaning the omnipotence is not an innate attribute of deity, except as an adjective for *unfailing* love. But the Cross is where we encounter God the all-powerless. Of course, we wanted more (which is truly less)—a Zeus-like omni-god who fixes what’s wrong by force, overcomes by control. But that’s not God. And so, she says, “Christ was killed out of rage because he was only God.”\(^{39}\)

She describes the kenotic God as weak—one reason is that God is impartial. Jesus said, “God causes the sun to shine and rain to fall on the righteous and the unrighteous.” That is, God’s love is consent in *non-active action*...\(^{40}\) In fact, God is *voluntarily powerless* to perform the Good in this world without the cooperation (*active consent*) of humanity. God consents to our consent to be the compassion of God in the world. And so this is Weil’s offering, citing ‘Red Banquet’ of the *Theuth*:

> I give my flesh to those that are hungry, my blood to those that are thirsty, my skin to act as a covering for those that are naked, my bones as a fuel for such as suffer from cold.
> I give my happiness to those in distress and my vital breath to restore to life the dying...
> Shame upon me if I recoil from the sacrifice. Shame upon you all if you dare not accept it.\(^ {41}\)

\(^{36}\) Weil, *Notebooks*, 1:222.
\(^{38}\) Weil, *Notebooks*, 1:221.
\(^{39}\) Weil, *Notebooks*, 1:221.
\(^{40}\) Weil, *Notebooks*, 1:257.
\(^{41}\) Weil, *Notebooks*, 1:315. Her point is that offering up oneself for the other is (must be) a gift.
For Simone Weil, the fullness of divine consent is seen in the Passion of Jesus Christ. She hears the cry of dereliction as the appeal that most praises God because nowhere else do we hear a desire directed so fully at God. She describes it as the “supreme mediation”—the harmony of Christ’s authentic “Why?” (“My God, my God....”) and the Father’s silence of compassion. There we see both Jesus’ consent to his Father’s will and the Father’s consent to give his Son in sacrificial love for the life of the world.

Finally, and maybe the most volatile aspect of Weil’s kenosis of consent is her unique approach to “redemptive suffering.” Popular understandings of “redemptive suffering” are nearly always ugly theodicies that perpetrate injustice, justify evil, and make God a moral monster. Few have excoriated such theodicies as thoroughly as Weil—except perhaps Voltaire. But contrary to some perspectives on Weil, she explicitly repudiates the desire to suffer as a means to spiritual progress.

Then what, for her, is “redemptive suffering”? First, it begins with the reality of evil in this world, where real injustice is perpetrated on innocent victims who cannot simply flee to avoid it. Many have no such privilege. Further, suffering is also inevitable for those whose unwavering desire is for the Good. Love compels them to face into the darkness rather than turn a blind eye to oppression. This combination of the reality of evil and the compulsion of love is unavoidably deadly. Christ himself could not avoid the Cross, compelled as he was to redeem the world... he was not forced to suffer and die, but he did consent to the way of cross-shaped love.

From there, Weil says: through the voluntary acceptance of unavoidable suffering, the actual victim (Jesus) of a real murder was able to “transmute” ungodly violence into pure suffering. How? Christ drew the violence done to him up onto the Cross, and there separated our sin from his suffering through forgiveness. In so doing, Christ “redeemed the suffering” and thereby redeemed his oppressors. Through consent (agency and surrender), he transformed a vile crucifixion into something sacred, a sacrament of love for the world. The violence was still evil, the crucifixion was still a murder, the victim was still victimized—and these realities need to be resisted and overcome, never rationalized or justified. Then how is it that victims become martyrs or tragedies become sacred?

---

42 Weil, First and Last Notebooks, 91.
43 Weil, Notebooks, 1:506.
44 Weil, Notebooks, 1:506.
It is because in consent, we retain agency—in our voluntary kenosis, we’re no longer victims. In consent, kenosis is not abdication to injustice but a cruciform response to it. It is not the eradication of the ego, but the dethronement of egoism. In consent, we expunge our hearts of malice and decreate selfishness—not the self as such. In kenosis, just as there could be no loss of deity, so too, there can be no loss of humanity, no death of personhood.

Surely this can help us understand what Jesus meant and did not mean by “Deny your Self,” where the upper-case S identifies and resists self-centeredness, rather than dehumanizing oneself or anyone else. And it’s not even that we consent simply to suffer—it’s not acquiescence to slavery or domestic abuse or systemic oppression. That is not it. But where slavery or abuse or oppression dominate the landscape, the disenfranchised and disinherit who must and do suffer can now consent to suffer in a particular way, in the way the Lamb suffered—kenotically—in voluntary self-giving, life-affirming, radically forgiving, relentlessly advocating, co-suffering love. Only then is suffering redemptive—or better, redeemed—in that the exercise of agency in consent to God’s love liberates the heart, mind, and will of the sufferer from and for their oppressor.

Weil’s point may sound risky to the privileged progressive, but bear in mind that Weil’s notion of consent freed and empowered her to actively resist the Nazi occupation of France, just as it redeemed Howard Thurman to overcome fear, hatred, and lies in the racially oppressive America.45

Consent so conceived is most definitely not the pursuit of suffering for suffering’s sake, but rather, participation in the kenotic compassion (co-suffering) of Christ for the other as participants in God’s work of redemption.46 This, then, is how we affirm that kenosis is self-giving love, where ‘giving’ means voluntary and consensual, in God, in Christ, and in us.

Fiat Lux.

Appendix 1 – Divine Kenosis in the Fathers

“For the weakness of God is stronger than men.” –1 Cor 1:25b

Patristic theologians were never afraid to tread into the kenotic ‘weakness of God.’ They saw


that divine weakness is not the surrender of divine attributes but rather, the appearance of divine love in its others-centred, self-giving, servant mode of existence. For example:

**Origen**

For we must dare say that the goodness of Christ appeared greater and more divine and truly in accordance with the image of the Father when “he humbled himself and became obedient to death, even death on a cross,” ... than if ... he had not been willing to become a servant for the salvation of the world.47

**Gregory of Nyssa**

God’s transcendent power is not so much displayed in the vastness of the heavens, or the luster of the stars, or the orderly arrangement of the universe or his perpetual oversight of it, as it is in his condescension to our weak nature. We marvel at the way the sublime entered a state of lowliness and, while actually seen in it, did not leave the heights. We marvel at the way the Godhead was entwined in human nature, and, while becoming man, did not cease to be God...

We have shown that God’s goodness, wisdom, justice, power and incorruptible nature are all to be seen in his plan for us. His goodness is evident in his choosing to save one who was lost. His wisdom and justice are to be seen in the way he saved us. His power is clear in this: that he came in the likeness of man and in the lowly form of our nature, inspiring the hope that, like man, he could be overcome by death and yet, having come, he acted entirely accord to his nature. Now it belongs to light to dispel darkness, and to life, to destroy death.

He united himself with our nature, in order that by its union with the divine it might become divine, being rescued from death and freed from the tyranny of the adversary. For with his return from death, our mortal race begins its return to mortal life.48

**Gregory of Nazianzus**

What He was, He continued to be; what He was not, He took to Himself. In the beginning He was uncaused – for what causes God? But afterwards He was born for a cause – and that cause was, that you might be saved, you who insult Him and despise His divinity because He took upon Him your coarseness and, having united himself with flesh by means of the soul, became human, the


earthly God.

Our humanity was joined to and made one with God – the higher nature having prevailed – in order that I too might be made God as truly as He is made human.49

In the same category are texts where He is called the servant who serves the good of many and say that it is a great thing for Him to be called the child of God. For in truth He was in servitude to flesh and to birth and to the passions which belong to us with a view to our liberation and that of all those whom He has saved, who were imprisoned by sin. What can be greater for the lowliness of humanity than to be intermingled with God, and by this intermingling to be deified, and that the Dayspring from on high should so break upon us, that the holy one who is to be born should be called the Son of the Most High, and that the name that is above every name should be bestowed upon Him – and what else can this name be but God? – and that every knee should bow to Him who emptied himself for us and mingled the form of God with the form of a slave, and that the entire house of Israel should know that God has made him both Lord and Messiah? For all this was done by the action of the One who has been begotten, and by the good pleasure of the One who begot Him.50

But in the form of a slave, He bows down to the level of His fellow slaves – or rather, He bows down to His slaves – and takes upon Him a form not His own, bearing in Himself all that I am and all that is mine in order that He might consume in Himself whatever is bad as fire consumes wax or as the sun disperses the mists of earth, and in order that I may partake of His nature by the blending. This is how He honours obedience by what he does, and He proves it in action by His sufferings. For it is not enough to possess the interior disposition, just as it would not be enough for us, unless we also proved it by our acts; for action is the proof of a disposition.51

Appendix 2 – The Nottingham Interviews – 2014

The foundations for this article began during my stay as a visiting scholar at the University of Nottingham in 2014. My post-doc. research was focused on kenotic Christology, supervised by Conor Cunningham, who guided my readings and opened the door to personal interviews (face-to-face in most cases), which I’ve documented below. I published some of these in an appendix to my book, A More Christlike God: A More Beautiful Gospel (CWRpress, 2015). I’ve reprised some of those interviews here with permission from the publisher because of their direct relevance to this study.

50 Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations, Oration 4, On the Son 2 §3, 72-3.
51 Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations, Oration 4, On the Son 2 §6, 76-7.
Metropolitan Kallistos Ware

While Philippians 2 speaks of Christ emptying himself, it would be incorrect to say he laid aside his ‘Godhead.’ As the Vespers hymn for Christmas Eve says, “What he was, remained; what he was not, he took on, for himself, out of love for mankind.”

In kenosis, the Word was not deprived of anything. Christ remains in union with the Father. They are not separated but takes on humanity in addition. Therefore, the most we can ascribe to kenosis is a voluntary self-limitation...

Perhaps rather than ‘emptied himself,’ it would be better to say that he poured out himself in love, and that love is his nature. And in this way, kenosis is plerosis. The supreme manifestation of this love, this glory, is the Cross. “God is never so powerful as when he is most weak.”

As Christ said to Paul, “My strength is made perfect in weakness,” and this applies to kenosis. We could say this at the very least: that kenosis reflects something of the eternal Being of God as self-giving love.\(^{52}\)

Andrew Louth

In the Trinity, there is a kind of kenosis in the sense of them making way for one another and, therefore, when Christ empties himself, he actually shows what it is to be God, rather than disguising what it is to be God. Kenosis in the modern sense of the Lutheran kenoticists since the 18th century are concerned with what is being taking away, what it is for Christ to be human, with showing why God isn’t there. Whereas I think in the fathers, kenosis means God coming down alongside us, his ‘condescension’ to live among us. For the Cappadocians and Maximus, kenosis is God’s self-emptying love. Sometimes you get the impression of the self-emptying so as to make it possible for us to see him, rather than God disguising himself. And sometimes kenosis is bound up with the nature divine being, that love is not concerned with power or force, but love is essentially letting others be and become what they’re created to be. And in that sense, kenosis is bound with the nature of love.

In Maximus’ treatise on the Lord’s prayer, we empty ourselves in response to God’s kenosis. We empty ourselves of the passions in order to receive him. In his treatise on the Lord’s prayer, he sees the kenosis of God as something inspired by love and the response is love.\(^{53}\)

As the Son involved his self-emptying (kenosis), so our deification involves our kenosis, the

\(^{52}\) Kallistos Ware, personal interview, Oct. 16, 2014, Oxford.

\(^{53}\) Andrew Louth, personal interview, Oct. 21, 2014, Darlington.
self-emptying of the passions. The way up is the way down: the kenosis of the Son demands the kenosis of the adopted sons; the manifestation of the One ‘more beautiful than the sons of men’ calls for the ‘cultivation of the beauty given to them by grace’.”

John Behr

It is a mistake to think of kenosis as laying aside divine attributes. It is much better to think in terms of humility/self-effacing/ self-sacrificial love, so that it is indeed in weakness that the power of God is made manifest, opening up a path for us also to enter into divine life. If Christ had put aside divine attributes to become human, we would not be able to share in his divinity; he would not be a mediator, etc.

In some ways, thinking along such lines results from starting off from an already conceived humanity and divinity—as other than each other. Surely, rather, the fundamental truth of Christianity is that the two are shown together, in and through each other; conceptually distinct (God creates, we are created, etc.), but only ever seen in one prospoon, one hypostasis.

The difficulty of holding this together results in the many divergences over the centuries, but the creeds always bring us back to this fundamental point of the Gospel.

Christ’s taking upon himself the role of a servant, voluntarily going to the Passion, does not diminish our perception of what we might otherwise have considered to be his divinity, but actually manifests his true divinity. The transcendent power of God is manifest in this world in the flesh, in darkness and in death, as a servant. But this manifestation of divine power, in weakness, is simultaneously a transformation: Christ, in the form of a servant, shows us the image of God; darkness and death become light and life; and the flesh assumed by the Word, becomes flesh of the Word—and becomes Word. Or, as St. Gregory put it, “even the body in which he underwent his Passion, by being mingled with the divine nature, was made by that commixture to be that which the assuming nature is.” Through the Passion, the body in which the Son suffered comes itself to share in the very divinity of God. Not that it is any the less human, but it is no longer subject to the density, opaqueness, and weight, together with the temporal and spatial limitations that characterize our own experience of our bodies: though Christ was once known after the flesh, he is known so no longer (cf. 2 Cor 5.16). The Passion remains the locus for contemplating the transforming power of God, the “God revealed through the Cross.”

Simon Oliver

Kenosis is not suffering per se, but the eternal reality of God’s self-donation. The Cross reveals what is eternally true in the Godhead (the Trinity) and God’s creation.

What is important to note is that the Cross is not a response to human evil. Rather, the Cross is the means by which God’s eternal love keeps flowing into creation despite human sin. The Cross is God’s eternal love, refracted through human sin. What God’s love looks like now, refracted through human sin, is a crucified Jewish man.

But not as God’s plan-B, as if the Cross were God’s love were reactive or contingent. Rather, what you see is the eternal flow of God’s love. But the violence belongs to humanity, not to God.

For the Eastern Church and patristic fathers, impassibility and ineffability are non-negotiables. This is because the big question is how one defines the difference between God and creation, so that unlike all of creation, God doesn’t change. And second, to safeguard the truth that Christ is not just a man (even one filled by the Spirit) or just an angel.

Rather, the Word becomes/was made flesh is rendered ‘assumes to himself’ a human nature, which changes human nature but doesn’t change God.

The radical implication of the Incarnation is that God has been made manifest in the material life of a man. Once materiality has been seen to reveal God, there are no longer any limits to what material reality can reveal, because it’s already revealed God in Christ.57

Conor Cunningham

We can read Philippians 2:6 to say, “Because he was God,…” and so realize that kenosis reveals the divine and what it is to be divine. Since he is God, he therefore empties himself. This God diffuses himself (Aquinas) for the creation of the cosmos, and then in the Incarnation, repeats and recapitulates creation. The omnipotence of God is only revealed in his ability to sacrifice. His power is revealed in kenosis.

Yet the Incarnation was not just a self-giving diffusion, but an effusion, which is why it’s kenotic. Effusion speaks of the Word pouring himself into the world through the limits of a womb—in Bethlehem, in time—it speaks of specificity. Yet he takes everything—carries the scars, carries history—back up to the Father and into eternity. The Son lifted earth into heaven because what he

57 Simon Oliver, personal interview, Sept. 8, 2014, Nottingham.
did was eternal.

In so doing, Christ not only reveals what it is to be God, but what and how it is to be truly human. Christology is anthropology: “Behold the man,” said Pilate. And this is our telos. To become like gods is our anthropology.⁵⁸
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